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K2
Founded 2000 | HQ Bellevue, WA | >500 employees (approx.) | $100M revenue (est.)

K2 is a well-established company with a strong track record in wide
deployments of digital process automation. The company was early to
embrace low-code approaches and has a deep bench of partnerships
with document-centric vendors across capture, document, and web
content technologies.

The Company

Market and
Technology Positioning

K2 is a privately held company specializing in

K2 is a digital process automation vendor

digital process automation software. Founded

that stands out from the other Microsoft-

in 2000, the firm was based in Johannesburg,

based process automation pack through

South Africa, until relocating its headquarters

1) its comprehensive low-code tooling for

to Bellevue, Washington, in 2005. Since its

businesspeople and application developers, and

inception, K2 has built an installed base of

2) its ability to support rapid deployments of

more than 2,000 active customers across 84+

process applications through the use of pre-

countries, and the company has approximately

built application starters called SmartStarters.

500 employees. In 2015, K2 raised an

K2’s low-code focus includes tooling for both

impressive $153.5 million from first-round

business analysts and IT, plus out-of-the-box

private investors, which it has used to develop

solution templates (see Table 1). To accelerate

and grow its cloud-based software solutions.

deployments, K2 offers out-of-the-box

Since then, K2 has seen a significant shift from

connectors to a range of LOB/SaaS applications

perpetual licenses to cloud subscriptions.

(including Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics,

The firm goes to market through direct sales,

SAP, and ServiceNow), content and document

partners, and large integrators such as Deloitte,

management services (e.g., Dropbox, Box,

Cognizant, and PWC.

Microsoft OneDrive, Adobe, DocuSign, Microsoft
SharePoint), and pre-built integrations to
Automation Anywhere, Blue Prism, and UiPath
for robotic process automation (RPA). K2 is
differentiated through its strong reputation for
excellent post-sales customer support.
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In 2018, K2 brought in a new president and
CEO, Evan Ellis, while keeping co-founder and
former CEO Adriaan van Wyk on the board of

Figure 1

K2’s Strategic Positioning

directors to help steer the corporate strategy.
business
apps

The new CEO’s mission was to help drive

low-code

and expand cloud deployments and push
K2 toward new innovations such as processbased business applications. Over the next
18 months, expect K2 to sharpen its strategic
focus on its process automation platform,

customer
experience
1

low-code approach, and go-to-market strategy.

2

3

4

5

RPA

New directions to watch for include:
A deeper emphasis on dynamic case
management and document management

content
services

business
operations

integration
AI/ML

The addition of document generation and
SAP process integration to the process
automation platform
Pre-built applications for horizontal
processes that help to accelerate
development

Legend
low-code
0 – no emphasis on low-code
1 – business developer focus
3 – extensive low-code tooling
5 – general purpose low-code
market

A refinement of K2’s low-code focus
targeting collaborative development
across business analysts and application
developers
Expanded support for omnichannel
integration for mobile, tablet, and desktop
app experiences
A K2 Marketplace providing third-party
solutions for customers and partners, and
private marketplaces where customers
can internally share and reuse process
templates

RPA
0 – no RPA offering
1 – custom integration
3 – 1+ partners/OOB
connectors
5 – deep partnership/native
RPA
content services
0 – no content support
1 – native content support
3 – partnership with 1+ content
providers
4 – extensive partnerships with
content providers
5 – native content services/
management

business operations
0 – focus on CX only
1 – targeting the back office
3 – pre-built use cases for back
office
5 – strategic focus on complex
business operations
customer experience
0 – focus on biz ops only
1 – focus on CX for biz ops
3 – targeting sales and
marketing
5 – strategic focus on end-toend CX-centric processes
business apps
0 – no focus on business apps
1 – pre-built templates/forms
for specific processes
3 – 1+ pre-built apps >50%
packaged
5 – fully packaged apps

An expanded range of cloud programs and
options to help current customers move to
the cloud
Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of
K2’s process automation positioning. (Note:
this radar graphic is not a product analysis
or product rating; rather, it represents
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1 – initial insights/
experimentation
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vendor positioning within the digital process

commoditize over time, as well as move to

automation market. Our rating scale is usually

the cloud.

0, 1, 3, or 5, but we added a 4 rating for content
services to reflect K2’s extensive content/
document partnerships.)

K2 integrates with multiple content and
document management vendors. These
include Adobe (Experience Manager and

A deeper analysis of the categories on the

Adobe Sign), DocuSign, and Microsoft

graph shows:

SharePoint for content, document

K2 was one of the first process
automation vendors with a low-code, goto-market strategy. Its business modeler
tools allow no-code definition of business
objects and forms for business analysts,
and low-code definition of apps to add

signature, and document management.
Other partners are ABBYY, Box,
DocFusion, Dropbox, Ephesoft, Google, and
KnowledgeLake. K2’s focus on integrating
with content management vendors is a key
differentiator.

workflow or rules plus richer themes or

Through e-sign providers like DocuSign or

configured UX. Professional developers

Adobe Sign, K2 users can edit, upload, and

can also inject additional JavaScript and

manage documents from within workflow

CSS as needed. K2’s plans for 2020 include

processes, as well as access electronic

providing an expanded collaborative

envelopes, define signature placeholder

development lifecycle experience

tabs, and sign recipient details. K2 also

(across no-code, low-code, and process

provides no-code, wizard-driven integration

development personas). Specifically, K2 will

with SharePoint, and accelerators for

offer new business modeling features for

accessing SharePoint features such as

business analysts, themes and templates

document and list library integration.

for low-code assembly and workflow for

K2 provides access to a wide range of

business process developers, and more

document management platforms with pre-

pre-built low-code components from the K2

built connectors.

Marketplace; it will also allow professional
app developers to build highly customized
experiences (e.g., HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript,
third-party controls, etc.) and extensions.

The platform integrates with a number
of cloud services for AI/ML technology
including Microsoft Azure, Google AI,
and IBM Watson. K2 views the calling

K2 was early to market with robotic

and invoking of AI/ML services as a core

process automation (RPA). K2 has an

part of its platform. The company’s next

agnostic approach to the RPA market and

area of focus is pre-embedding domain-

plans to integrate with most of the top

specific AI/ML models into its software,

RPA vendors (driven and prioritized by K2

making the functionality accessible to

customer feedback). K2’s RPA partnerships

customers without integration. As an

provide for standard integration points,

example, K2 believes that unstructured

co-marketing, and co-education. K2

case management processes will provide

supports integration with all RPA vendors to

substantial opportunities for integrating

trigger process workflows and is currently

machine learning at specific points in

partnered with Automation Anywhere, Blue

the case-based process to drive insight

Prism, and UiPath. The vendor anticipates

around unstructured activities that can be

that the RPA market will consolidate and

intelligently automated.
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Business operations is a core focus.
As with most digital process automation
vendors, K2 has deep experience
automating business processes for
business operations and the back office,

Table 1

Low-code pre-built application starters
Customers

Inquiries

particularly for functional processes.

Complaint management

Examples include employee onboarding,

Sales opportunities

performance reviews, contract approvals,

Employees

Onboarding

purchasing, and customer onboarding.

Self-service

Vertical industries and customers include

Inquiries

financial services (First West Credit Union

Job posting

and Sarasin & Partners), manufacturing

New idea submission

(Kimberly-Clark and Stihl), and legal

Time management

(Shoosmiths, County Court of Victoria,

Training requests

Shine Lawyers, and Keoghs), with

Travel requests

applications in customer onboarding,
loan origination, and contracts. Case

Content

Corporate media library

management customers include Waverley

Document review

Borough Council and Liebherr Hausgerate.

Publish employee articles

K2 enables customer experience
processes, including working with Microsoft

Social media review and post
IT

Asset request

to streamline and automate its global

Issue report

digital store operations across 450+ digital

Service request

e-commerce sites in 240+ markets. K2’s

System access request

system (running on Azure) replaced a

Administrative

Ad hoc task management

manual spreadsheet tracking-and-updating

Change management request

system with more than 200 complex

Distribution list

spreadsheets. The new system operates

FAQ review

24x7 and is integrated with both the

Meeting room booking

inventory management system and data
from multiple product catalogs.
Business applications are on K2’s
roadmap. Today the company offers a
library of SmartStarters (see Table 1) that
accelerate customers’ efforts to build
processes more quickly. These are pre-built
applications for common use cases and
include forms, workflows, and reports to
provide an as-is or customized business
process application. The firm’s goal is to
provide a greater number of pre-packaged
business solutions, particularly for case
management processes.
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Our Opinion

Advice to Buyers

K2 is a well-established company with a strong

Add K2 to your short list if you are seeking a

track record in wide deployments of digital

digital process automation solution that can

process automation. The company was early to

rapidly develop process applications with a

embrace low-code approaches and has a deep

strong focus on low-code for business analysts

bench of partnerships with document-centric

and application developers. In particular,

vendors across capture, document, and web

consider K2 if seeking a process automation

content technologies. K2 implemented a truly

vendor with numerous partnerships across a

impressive integrated process automation/web

full spectrum of document capture, document

content management system for worldwide

management, and web content management

B2B and B2C sites at a global technology

vendors. K2 has a tendency to undersell its

company. K2’s upcoming investments in case

offering and accomplishments, so it would be

management and document automation, plus

wise to dig deep when evaluating the product,

platform capabilities around a new app model

the vendor, and its customers.

and rapid assembly of components from the K2
Marketplace, put it on track for developing prepackaged solutions in the future.
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SOAR Analysis
Strengths

Aspirations

Impressive e-business reference account at a

Develop more cloud-based solutions

major global technology company

Identify and develop several pre-packaged

Early presence in low-code process automation

applications for horizontal business processes

with multiple pre-built applications

(>50% pre-packaged)

Long-term partnership with Microsoft

Leverage AI/ML tooling in specific points within

One of few process automation vendors with

digital process automation platform to drive

broad landscape of partnerships and customer

process efficiency and consistency

base for customer experience

Increase case management implementations,

One of the large number of partnerships with

particularly in horizontal processes for

document-related technology vendors

inspections and investigations

Opportunities

Results

Leverage partnerships with Adobe, DocuSign, and

Raised an impressive $153.5M from first-round

Microsoft to move companies away from paper-

private investors to develop and grow K2’s cloud-

based processes

based software solutions

Leverage its experience in complex marketing

150% growth in cloud adoption

processes for B2B and B2C operations

Significant installed base, particularly for
functional processes
Ongoing support from its install base with over
90% renewal rate
Impressive B2B/B2C automation for a global
technology provider

Research Series: Digital Process Automation
State of the Market
This report is part of Deep Analysis’s Digital Process Automation State of the
Market research series, which includes these reports:
State of the Digital Process Automation Market: Current Assessment 2019
State of the Digital Process Automation Market: Trends 2020-2025
Vendor Vignettes for Digital Process Automation Vendors
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Deep Analysis

About Deep Analysis
Deep Analysis is an advisory firm that helps organizations
understand and address the challenges of innovative and
disruptive technologies in the enterprise software marketplace.
Its work is built on decades of experience in advising and
consulting to global technology firms large and small, from IBM,
Oracle, and HP to countless start-ups.
Led by Alan Pelz-Sharpe, the firm focuses on Information
Management and the business application of Cloud, Artificial

About the Author
Connie Moore is Vice President and
Principal Analyst at Deep Analysis.
She joined the firm after four years

Intelligence, and Blockchain. Deep Analysis recently published

as Senior Vice President, Research, at

the book "Practical Artificial Intelligence: An Enterprise

Digital Clarity Group, and more than

Playbook," co-authored by Alan and Kashyap Kompella,
outlining strategies for organizations to avoid pitfalls and
successfully deploy AI.
Deep Analysis works with technology vendors to improve their

twenty years as Research Director and
Vice President at Forrester Research.
Connie is a widely acclaimed speaker,
advisor, consultant, and expert in
digital process automation, customer
experience management, digital

understanding and provide actionable guidance on current and

experience platforms, and content

future market opportunities.

services. In 2014 Connie received the

Yet, unlike traditional analyst firms, Deep Analysis takes a buyer-

globally recognized Marvin Manheim

centric approach to its research and understands real-world

Award for influence, contribution,

buyer and market needs versus the “echo chamber” of the
technology industry.

Workflow Management Coalition's

and distinction based on standout
contributions to the field of workflow
and business process management.

Contact us:
info@deep-analysis.net
+1 978 877 7915
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